
In March , Testinium, began an Agile Test
Transformation Project in collaboration with Garanti 
BBVA Technology. The project's objectives were to
improve product/code quality, provide a robust test 
pipeline, and facilitate the transition from enterprise to 
open-source solutions. solutions.

We encountered numerous obstacles throughout
the project due to the teams' unwillingness to
participate, the fact that we had to work with a variety 
of different technologies, the fact that the project
remotely from the start, and other remotely
from the start, and other infrastructural issues.

However, thanks to the methods we have
implemened, we have achieved significant
improvements in both code quality and testing
processes. Dozens of teams started to write unit
tests and test automation. We have made testing
and quality the main agenda items of the teams.
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From March , we have been running an Agile Test Transformation project at GarantiBBVA, and
we are about to complete the third phase of the project with  Agile teams (Phase :  Agile teams,
Phase :  Agile teams, and Phase :  Agile teams) and will begin the fourth phase with  new
Agile teams in early October. In the upcoming periods remaining  agile teams will also be
included in the project. Garanti BBVA makes extensive use of a variety of infrastructures; therefore, teams that 
use outdated technology and teams that use cutting-edge technology were included in this
pproject. While some teams used micro-service design, others relied on older Cobol-based

At the beginning of September , these  agile 
teams had only  test scenarios,  automated 
tests, and 8 unit tests. They all have critical or 
blocker bugs and technical debts in their repositories. 
 agile teams did not experience writing unit tests 

before. Now the teams have  test scenarios, 
 automated tests, and 66 unit tests. All teams 

hahave written unit tests, reduced technical debts. Some 
teams reduced their technical debt up to %, while 
 teams reduced their technical debt by at least %. 

All teams in the project started using an APM tool
(Dynatrace) to monitor their applications. Many teams 
started using service virtualization for testing. So how 
did we achieve that?

For these kind of projects, communication is the key. 
Therefore, we have to work with teams closely. Our 
project team consists of  QA Mentors and  Test 
Solutions Architects, and each QA Mentor has
rresponsible for  teams. Our project team is an expert 
in test automation and quality processes, with each 
member bringing a unique set of skills to the table. 
Our project team's QA Mentors are highly qualified
experts in test management, team leadership, and 
agile procedures. Each Head of QA member
possesses possesses extensive technical knowledge and experi-
ence in the quality assurance community. We
emphasized effective communication to instill a
culture of test automation and quality throughout the 
organization. For QA Mentors, one of the most
effective project management methods was to
establish good communication channels between 
Product Teams, QAs, Analysts, and External
Stakeholders. Therefore, each mentor attended
which they were responsible, met daily with teams, and held weekly progress meetings with them.
As result, we never allowed teams to lose sight of the project or abandon the second plan.

regular scrum events and meetings of the teams for

infrastructure, while others used a Java or .Net-based monolithic structure.
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The primary goal of this project is to convince agile 
teams to adopt this process. These habits can be 
transformed into a culture if the team internalizes this 
initiative. We intended to make the procedure more 
enjoyable and to foster a competitive spirit among the 
teams. To do this, we created "The Software Quality 
League." Teams earn points according to the tasks at 
thethe maturity level that we have determined. Under 
each maturity level, there are items related to code 
quality, test automation, monitoring, and DevOps (Our 
maturity levels are depicted in the accompanying 
image). They earned 3 points for each finished task,
1 point for each task in progress, and 0 points for
activities they had not yet begun. The league enabled 
the lower-ranked teams to make significant strides
in the coming weeks, while the top teams made
considerable attempts to maintain their place.
As a result, test automation and quality management 
have been ingrained in the company's culture.

One of the project's objectives was to facilitate the 
transition from enterprise to open-source solutions. 
The Head of the QA team accomplished this by
building a framework on top of Selenium, Cucumber, 
and Karate frameworks. Even analysts with no prior 
expertise in creating automation could write
auautomation for both UI and API testing using this 
framework. Because this framework enables us to
establish automation without writing any code, all we 

We assigned a QA Engineer to each agile team 
to boost their knowledge and alleviate their 
burdens. Each QA Engineer received one month 
of in-depth training on test automation and 
quality processes before joining his/her team. 
AGILE TESTING, ISTQB, SELENIUM, BDD, SQL, 
API TESTING, APPIUM, JENKINS, SONARQUBE, 
andand LOAD TESTING were among the training. 
After joining the team, the QA Engineer
automated test scenarios and asisted the
analyses in learning test autmaion and the

need to do is write BDD phrases.

test process.
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We always start a project by doing assessments. Assessment results showed us that teams did not have 
enough knowledge of testing. Before the project's initiation, the teams lacked a QA Engineer, and testing and 
quality were the entire team's responsibility. However, because of the teams' high workloads, testing and 
quality became secondary concerns. What would be tested following a release was only known to analysts; 
there was no written document. Regularly written test scenarios were not being updated.

At the start of the project, there was no test management solution for teams to keep track of test cases;
instead, teams used Excel documents to manage test cases. We observed in this case that the absence of a 
versioning system and the attempt to control the entire process through excel spreadsheets got
unmanageableunmanageable after a while. As a result, we began developing a test management platform. Now it allows 
teams to organize their test cases in a centralized location. The teams can run tests, build regression sets, and 
schedule them all from a single interface. Additionally, we were able to match all of the teams' products and 
services to the test scenarios using this tool we designed. This enables us to determine which situations 

Throughout the period, we witnessed that some
analysts lacked knowledge of designing a test
strategy, properly writing a test scenario, and
adequately estimating risk levels. Similarly, software 
developers lacked proficiency in writing unit tests,
fformulating clean code, and interpreting code quality 
metrics accurately. As a result, we began a
company-wide training course. Both software
ddevelopers and analysts received specialized training. 
Software developers received training in Unit Testing, 
Clean Code, Design Patterns, and SonarQube, while 
analysts received instruction in ISTQB, Selenium, BDD, 
and Karate. Numerous teams from outside the project 
attended our training sessions as well. Due to the high 
level of interest in the training, we recorded them and 
mademade them available to everyone. Simultaneously, we 
elevated information exchange to a new level through 
the usage of AskGT, an in-house knowledge-sharing 
platform. In this way, we opened the door to

As a result, thanks to the Software Quality League, 
teams that did not want to contact us before came to 
us themselves to rise to the top of the league. By
including our tasks in their sprint plans, they made
improvements, especially on test automation,

self-education and self-improvement.

We created the competitive environment we aimed for, and the teams loved this game. Compared to the
first day of the project, the number of unit tests increased . times, the number of test scenarios
increased . times, the number of test automation tasks increased 11.2 times, and the technical
debt of many teams decreased dramatically. All teams, whose technology allows, migrated their test
automation process from the enterprise product to the open system framework we have newly developed.

should be tested during a release and automates the impact analysis.

unit testing and code quality.
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